A few Persian Inscriptions of Kashmir by Modi, Jivanji Jamshedji
A FEW PERSIAN I SCRIPTIONS OF KASHMIR. * 
J HAD THE PLEASURE of paying three visits to Kashmir. 
During the last two of these visits, I copied some of the 
unpublished inscriptions of the beautiful valley. 
In my paper, entitled "The Mogul Emperors 
Introduction. 
at Kashmir," read before the Bombay Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Societyl, I have 
published the texts and the translations of three of the 
inscriptions-two at Virnag and one on the Dal Lake. In my 
paper, entitled " An unpublished Inscription at the Margalla Pass 
near Rawalpindi," read before this Society2, I have given 
a fourth inscription which belongs not strictly to Kashmir but to 
the frontiers of Kashmir. I submit in this paper, some more 
inscriptions which, as far as I know, are not published as yet. How-
ever, if they have been published, I beg to submit, that my copy 
and translation may be kindly accepted as serving the purpose 
of comparison. I request, that they may be taken, not as copies 
made by an expert, specially working on them as an archreologist, 
but as those of an amateur tourist, travelling with the eye and 
taste of an humble antiquarian. 
INSCRIPTIONS ON THE MOSQUE OF SHAH HAMADAN. 
The first set of inscriptions which I submit in this paper is 
from the Masjid of Shah Hamadan in Srinagar, situated on the right 
bank of the Jhelum between the third bridge, Fateh Kadal, and 
the fourth bridge, Zaina Kadal. The Masjid is known after a 
Mohamedan saint known as Shah Hamadan. 
The original name of the saint was Mir Sayyid 
Shah Hamadiin. Aly, but, as he came from the city of Hamadan in 
Persia, he was known as Hamadani (i.e., "of 
* This paper was sent, through the Bombay Branch, to the Royal Asiatic 
Society, to be read on the occasion of its Centenary. 
1 J.B.B.R.A.S. Vo!. 25, pp. 26·75. 
2 Ibid, pp. 325-345. 
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Hamadan")3. Shah Hamadan is said to have come to Kashmir in 
the time of Qut.b-ud-dln (1373-1398 A.C.) and to have had a great 
hand in Mohamedanizing the country. 
They. say that on the spot where the 1\1:asjid now stands, there 
ran a spring which was held sacred by the ancient Pandits of 
Kashmir, and that king Pravarsena II (79-139 
The Masjid. A.D.) first built there a temple dedicated to 
KalL On the conquest of Kashmir by the 
Mohamedans, there came to the country many 
Mohamedans of the Sayyid and other religious classes, with a view 
to preach Mohammedanism, and, among these, Shah Hamadan was 
the principal one. Among the many sacred Hindu places desecrated 
by the Mohammedan rulers, one was that of this Hindu temple. 
Qut.b-ud-dln is said to have first built a Masjid over this place, 
using the materials of the temple for its construction. He built it 
in the memory of Shah Hamadan who is said to have died at Pakhali 
near Abbotabad. Sikandar But-shikun is said to have extended 
this Masjid. It was· destroyed by fire in 1479 A.D. and was rebuilt 
by Sult.an J:Iasan Shah, with a single storey. Upto this time the 
Mohammedans of Kashmir were all SunnL Most of them are still 
Sunni. But in the time of Sult.an Muhammad Shah, there came 
here a Shlah, named Mlr Shams Iraqi. He, with a view to destroy 
this important place of worship of the Sunnis, said to the ruling 
king that he wanted to build a better two-storied Masjid. 
He pulled it down and then did not rebuild it. Thereupon, 
the queen of the Mohammedan king rebuilt it as a centre of the 
Sunni worship. In 1731, it was again burnt and was rebuilt by 
3 Hamadan is the Ecbatana of the classical writers. Herodotus (Bk. 
1.,98) attributes its foundation to the first Median king Dioces. The Pahlavi 
Shatroiha-Airan (vide my translation of the Yadgar-i·Zariran, Shatroiea 
Airan, etc.) attributes it to Yazdajard I. Masudi attributes it to Alexander 
the Great (M~oudi, traduit par Barbier de M:eynard, Vol. 9, p. 21). Accord-
ing to some Mohamedan authors, one Hamadiln, SOil of Felewdj , son of Sem, son 
of Noah, founded it. (Dictionaire Geographique de la Perse, par B. de Meynard). 
According to Mustawfi, J amshed founded it, and Dara of Dara rebuilt it 
(Ibid). The saint is generally spoken of as Shah Hamadan (i.e. King Hamadan), 
because some of the Mohammedan saints are spoken of as Shah. Cf. The 
practice of the Parsees addressing their priests. as Padshah (king). 
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Ab'ul Barakat Khan. Thus reconstructed, it stands up to now. 
Like the Juma Masjid it is entirely built of ' wood. As large 
wooden structures, all built of wood, these two Masjids, especially 
the Juma Masjid, are 'worth seeing. The old structures of the 
Masjid having been twice burnt and once pulled down, the 
Persian inscriptions must be taken to be as old as only 1731 A.D. 
There are two groups of Persian inscriptions on this Masjid 
of Shah Hamadan. One is on the outside of the Masjid, over and 
The Outside 
Inscriptions of 
the Masjid. 
near the door-way, and the other inside the 
qibla-gah or arch of worship. Rev. Loewenthal 4 
has published the inscriptions of the first 
group, i .e., those which are - outside on the 
entrance. So, I do not give them here. Here and there, I may 
translate them a little differently, but that is not a very important 
matter. However, this group of inscriptions require a few obser-
vations, which I will make here, before giving the second group of 
inside inscriptions, which, so far as I know, have not · been 
published. Rev. Loewenthal has given the outside inscriptions 
in three sets or parts. I beg to draw attention to the following 
points in connection with these sets, with a view to help those 
who want to examine personally at some time the inscriptions, 
and with a view to give some proper amendations : 
(a) The lines which Rev. Loewenthal has given second in 
his paper (p. 281), which begin with the words J..! I!).J~ and 
which give the date of Shah Hamadan's death, stand first in the 
inscription. 
(b) The lines in his second (really speaking the first) set are 
one below another as given by him in his first set and not one by the 
side of another. On the other hand, the lines of the couplets in his 
first (really speaking the second) set are one by the side of another 
and not one below another, as given by him. 
(c) In the case of the third set of lines as given by Rev. Loe-
wenthal, the two lines in the first row occur on our right hand side 
facing the gate, the lines of the row being one under another. 'l;'he 
4 -" Some Persian Inscriptions found in Srinagar, Kashmir". J.B.A.S, 
Vol. 33 (1865), pp. 278·90. 
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lines of the second row beginning with the words ~~; )t are 
jnscribed on the left hand side. 
(d) Rev. Loewenthal has headed his second set (which in 
fact stands first) on the entrance door of the Masjid with the words 
IS, ~l;J t ou (i.e., "the date of his death"). I did npt find 
theI{1. During my third visit to Kashmir I visited the Masjid 
three times. The third visit was specially made to ascertain again. 
jf the words occurred in the insc~iption, and I did not find them. 
So, I thiI+k, they were put in by Rev. Loewenthal by mistake. 
"Possibly, somebody, connected with the Masjid, who accompanied 
him and helped him in copying the inscriptions, as they occasionally 
-do when we visit the Masjids and try to read the inscriptions there-
on, merely said to him in Persian, by way of information, that the 
inscription in question referred to his (Shah Ramadan's) death 
(tarikh-i-wafat-i-wae), and he mistook the words for the inscription 
itself and took them down. 
(e) The inscription begins with the following well known 
I J, 
Arabic pray erformula above the arched door: ~ Jl ~ } I ctlJlr 
(In the name of God, the kind, the beneficent). 5 Rev. Loewenthal 
has not given it. It is below the above Arabic formula, that the 
-lines of the first two sets of inscriptions, as given by him, run. 
Now, I come to the second group of inscriptions: those in the 
inside of the Masjid. I give them below. They are not given by 
Rev. Loewenthal, perhaps, because he was not 
The inside allowed to go in, or perhaps because, having 
inscription. been written on the painted wood of the Mi~rab 
of the Qiblah, where it is generally a little dark 
he did not see them. During my two visits to the Masjid, though 
the days were clear and the visits were in the morning at about 
9-30 a.m., I had to send for candles and a ladd~r to read the 
inscription. 
5 This well-known Arabic prayer formula is in the line of a well-known 
Parsi Pahlavi formula, pavan sham·i Yahtin, as also in that of the well· 
known Pazand and Persian formula which precedes many Parsee prayers 
.~l:)~ }·~l~lSJJ.tl~ ~j:!l r~' 
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The inscription is on the wooden wall opposite to the entrance 
round about the }\fi~rab or the arch. 
(a) The wooden wall containing the Mi~rab may be divided 
Names of God 
inserted on the 
Mi!mib. 
into three parts from top to bottom. The second 
or the middle part round the Mi~rab has on its 
wooden panel the various names of 'God such as : 
).) Lt ~ i .e.; 0 Powerful! 
)t llb ~ " 0 Known ! 
~ ~ ~ " 0 Concealed ! 
',J 1-, ~ " 0 Guardian! 
0........, t~ " 0 Eternal! 
y . 
~I 0:Jt,.. ~ " 0 Possessor of Countries! 
i 1,)0 I:., J ~ I) ~ ~ " 0 Glorious and Venerable! 
6 I;; J 1 '-' t.. 0 True God! 
The Persian 
inscriptions pro-
per over the M ih-
nib. 
""'t . ) - " 
y I~ ~ " 0 Relenting! 
y ) ~ " 0 Lord! 
i~ ~ " 0 Beneficent! 
) u..i:..Q.-o l~ " 0 Powerful ! 
) ,,!J.&. ~ " 0 Pardoner! 
w») l~ " 0 Merciful ! 
(b) The following lir:.es are inscribed on 
the three sides of the Mi~ab beginning from 
below on the right hand side as we stand 
facing it: 
~ ~ 1 (!}1s:...JI 1,,( jl~t l..t 
~ ~~ ....t 0 lt -?- lit.:.. 
~ JT .J ~ 0 1U._4(l_.:'<. 
Jc~IJ~Je)Jc.<.\ii 
7 
6 Proba.bly ~ ~ 
7 This line could not be read as it was hidden under a lamp socket. 
8 Acoording to Professor Sa.rfraz in a note submitted to the Editor, 
miswritten for c....S La; 
t11J'ew Persian 1nscriptions of [{asAmir 
\!J I o~ lS L! o:! yb ,) .y. lS I j T 
~ ..... I ~j[; ~ ~ wjlrJ~ lSL! 
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Translation. "'All 9 is like the falcon (shah-baz) of the air (which 
is) without any settled place. Ali, is the king of the world (which 
is) without any sign (bi-nishan). shah Hamdan is like 'Alf and of the 
progeny (aJ) of Muhammad. 10 'All is the very spirit (naqd) of 'Ali 
and 'AIr of Hamadan is (as it were) the second 'AIr . ... .... .. . .. . 
He is above the favours of the corporeal world. That road (i .e., of 
being above worldly favours) is the path (tarlq) of shah-e-Hamadan. 
It is the road of shah-e-Hamadan who is second 'Ali." 
(c) The following four lines are inscribed in small letters over 
the Mihrab: 
~ ...... j lt7'- .J'))t "ii.; Lw ).) ~ ~ )t 
~......jl~ lSl...t.~~::>.. w.Jft),) 
~......j l_t7'- lS t.;;..1r l...t ,,(jj \!JI J._~ lS l...t 
~ t...f .J 1...:-0 ) .) ~ '6 o:!,) l:J T f J l':"" w I 
Tmnslation.-"Every favour which is excellentll in both the 
worlds results from following (pae-ravi) of His Holiness Stah 
Hamadan. Stah Hamadan, who is the Emperor of the World. 
May dust fall on that eye (dideh) which is in doubts (raib) and 
scepticism (about him, i.e., which doubts his piety and power) " . 
These four lines are a repetition of four outside lines on the 
entrance which form the first set in Rev. Loewenthal's paper, but 
with one difIerence, viz., that while the third line in the inside runs 
as: ~~7'- '6~L! "e jj l:J1<.4( lSL! 
9 Mir Sayyid 'All was the original name of Shah Hamadan whose 
name the mosque bears. 
10 ~ for ~ )ltb = pure. Here by "the Holy" is meant M~ammad 
the Holy Prophet. Profes,or Sarfraz suggests the translation of the 
above lines as follows : "The Royal Falcon of the air of Spacelesl'l 
Region is Ali. The King of the traceless World is AlL The chief of 
Mankind and the family of T. H. . . " and the second Ali is All of 
Hamadan. . . . . That way is the way of (adopted by) Shah Ham-
adan. That Shah-e-Ham!1diin who is the second Ali". 
11 'Sabiqa' =pre-excellence, precedence, superiority. 
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that on the outside runs as : 
~j lt~ l; ljJt ~ rtl: (:) 1 <JAt ~ ~ 
Instead of the word an ke, we have ballce, but that does not make 
much difference in sense. 
It seems that they were latterly written in the inside of the 
Masjid. The fact that they are inscribed in letters smaller than 
·those of t he other lines seems to show this. Again, below these 
lines we read the words : 
I r·A .) ~ y.:'" ~~lc 
("May it be good in the end. 1208 " .) 
So, it seems that the ouside four lines on the entrance were 
inscribed in the inside, later on, in 1208 Hijri (1793 A.C.) 
(d) The following lines are written over the arch in a straight 
line over the above set of lines : 
j:! Wo; i)J.J ) ~A"'- ; I"r:! T 
J..j, ~:!) L; , f- T r.) ~.~ 
i ' 
j¥>-} 1 ~ J 1 o:lJ 1 i-"""! 
. Translation. " His Holiness the generous Sbah-e-Hamadan 
said an ayat (i.e., verse) of kindness from ancient sayings, at 
the last breath (i .e., at the time of death), viz., ' bismilla alrah-
man al rahlm' (i .e., in the name of God, the kind, the beneficent) 
and (these words) became (his) date." . 
The Arablc formula of Bismilla gives us 786 Hijri (1384 A.D .) 
as the date of his death. This date (786 Ilijri) corresponds with 
the date of his death, given in one of the above m entioned outside 
inscriptions which runs thus : 
t.:.f..) ji l:'" tl..",-l l; ~ ) 1 ~ Yf:-
(.:)~ I .... j' ) ,.roW ) ~..a ~at = )~( ) 
I ... } \.>:: ~il; r le j I .~; j. 
(.:)~.w~ J T re ).))f )~x l 
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Translation.-" When . seven hundred and eighty-six years 
.. Hijri passed from the time of Ahmad, the seal of religion, then 
there passed away from (this) transient world to the eternal world, 
the Amir of both the worlds of the family of Yasln " .13 
(e) The following inscriptions on wooden tablets some of 
which, having got out of their proper position, are nailed, and one 
of which is missing, are found on the top of the above mention-
ed inscriptions : 
) (j ...r-t)).) (:J"')~ r-t / j l~ l~ 
!j ..f-t J ~ )1'::"';' t:f" ~ L:,.. J. 
~ I ) .JhJ cJ~:J r~j ~ )t 
/ j ...rO:'" r I j. /.J...o t:f" J. 
Translation.-" 0 Generous royal falcon!14 Look towards me 
(who am) a darwish. Look to the condition of myself (who am) 
depressed and heart-broken. However unfit for your kindness and 
generosity I may be, do not look towards me, but look towards yo~r 
own generosity [i.e., if you find me faulty, kindly do not look to 
(i.e., overlook) my faults and out of your own generosity of mind 
be kind to me]". 
(f) Then follow the two Arabic lines with the word Allah, on 
both sides and with the names of Allah, Muhammed, Abiibakr , 
fIasan, 'Usman and Ali on both sides. 
The order of the above-said inscriptions over the inner Mihrab 
is in the following order from up to down below : 
(I) An Arabic inscription. 
(2) Another Arabic inscription. 
(3) Then the P ersian inscription on wooden tablets, some of 
which, getting loose, have been nailed. 
(4) Then the Persian inscription with large types which run 
up from below from the right hand side and then over 
the top and then run down on the left. 
13 Ahmed was one of the names of Muhammad, and Yasfn is one of 
his surnames. 
14 Shah Hamada.n is compared to the royal falcon (Sbah.Mz) and is 
addressed as such. 
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I 
(5) Then the inscription in smaller letters, which is also in· 
scribed outside the Masjid on the entrance. 
There is an inscription on the outside of a building which is 
An insC1'iption 
on an attached 
building. 
attached to the Masjid ani which stands on 
the bank of the river above the place held 
sacred in honour of Kalt It runs as follows : 
-..;r~)4 u ftc ~ ct1J I ~ 
)-,b~ ~1)1} llS~ ~; 
~~ ....;r.~ ~)t; 01; 
1 )..,J ri t;;.. ~ ~ trAf ~ 
I n ~ ,J.... :r-f" r ; I) 
Translation.-"O Exhalted God! What an exhalted place of 
honour (bargah) it is! It is a place of splendour of lights like a 
mountain (1'iir)l5. Heaven inquired about the date of its erection. 
The angel said 'bina shud khana-i-nur' (i .e., it was erected as the 
hou e of splendour). "riter Aziz year 1269." 
The words ) } ri l;;.. J. .t. t~ give the date as (2+50+1 +300 
+4+600-1-1 +50+5+50+6+200= ) 1269. This year 1269 Hijri 
corresponds to A.C. 1852-53. It shows that it is n. comparatively 
recent structure. 
There are some later inscriptions on the entrance of the Masjid 
which are not the permanent inscriptions of the Masj id itself, but 
are rather votive inscriptions written on detached cardboard-like 
papers and pinned on the walls. One of such inscriptions is a copy 
of an inscription at Hazrat Bal, of which I will speak later on. 
Under this quotation of the Hazrat Bal inscription there runs the 
following Arabic line: 
u.... T (!) ~ ,-tf J=... ~ If J 
~. e. He who enters this place gets peace. 
A FEW IN CRIPTIO . IN THE JUMlIfA MASJID OF SRINAGAR. 
During my visit 0'£ the Jumma Masjid on 11th J uly 1915, I 
saw the following three inscriptions: 
15 '!'iir=a mountain. Mount inai is especially known by that name. 
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1. An inscription on the Gate, of the time of J ehangir giving 
the date of the construction of the Masjid after the 
destruction, by fire, of the original building. 
2. An inscription of a Farman or Order of hah J ehan, order· 
ing relief to the people of Kashmir in several 
directions. 
3. An inscription on a stone tablet, divided into two parts and 
lying in a wing of the Masjid on the right hand side, 
while entering it. 
Rev. Loewenthal gives, in his above mentioned paper, "Some 
Persian Inscriptions found in Srinagar,Kashmir" (J.B.A.S.,1864,Vol. 
33, No. 3, p. 278 et seq.), the la t two of the above 
. 1. The inscrip- inscriptions, which he heads a "Inscription on 
twn on the entr-
ance to thellfasjid . and near the Great 1110 que:' He has not given 
the first in cription, which, as far as I know, is 
tillpublished. It is on the very top of the gate. Rev. Loewenthal 
did not give it, perhaps, because it is mutilated, as the result of 
the fire that destroyed the original building. It is written at the 
top of the entrance in three rows, each row containing three ~ras 
(hemisticbs). The right hand portion ofthe inscription is destroyed 
by wear and tear and by the fire above referred to. It seems that 
the presen~ inscription is what remained after the fire in the reign 
of Aurangzeb. This king, though he rebuilt the l\1asjid burnt by 
fire, added no inscription to record his work of reconstruction. He 
or his officers, simply got the old inscription of the time of Jehangir 
replaced, however mutilated , on the top of the gate. We do not 
find on the gate the whole of the inscription as I give it. The burnt 
or destroyed portion was given to me orally by a i\1aulvi in charge 
of the Masjid, who said, that his authority was ome written manu-
script, in which, perhaps, the in cription was recorded before the 
fire which occurred in the time of Aurangzeb. He aid that even ill . 
the manuscript referred to by him, some lines were missing. Not 
having seen the manuscript itself, I am not in a po ition to say, whe-
ther, as he said, the missing lines are not found in the manuscript. 
I do not find fault with his memory, as he recited the lines pretty 
fluently. I enclose in parenthesis the portion which I did not find 
in the inscription on the entrance, but which was kindly given to 
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me orally by him. The last line of the inscription runs vertically 
nn the left hand side of the inscription . 
.. j t,; ) J._..tGu 1 ,..:;, j eo L~ J._~""''''' I.!J~~ ] 16 
-J ~) r- J.jij ) 1 ~,;. r 1"(; I, ~H~ I.!!.l ) L..c 
",I J~ J...J )1 .).:1,Jj) [~LS:. ~ ~ <.1.-4-)1 ~ 
J '-1) ~; ~ )' [jt J._~"" ~, 0) l~ J._~ ] 
...r~ ,.; I...:;.w I) T l!J"'~"" ,.; ~t.;.. ,.) j I (J ~ .. , 
..jl.)/j ~ ... I) J..! 
1ILS:. ~ ).J .) lj 
'l.Jw..,. 
...s ~.) ~~) 
[)I 
0)~ ~~.,; 
.... , /..J Lt-:"- <.l.tc i .) 
WL .1 j . .J' 
uJl... J._~I re ';.1 ) 
.)y, ,.j ~ ~ I.!!.lft't j] 
J._ .! 1 )"" ~ ~l ,f 
,~,;. Y'" ~ ) -' ) 
JI ... II v~) 
) ~ ....f,! ~ yj j 1 
jWe l jl 
t:)U1 
)~ .f. 
Ji-<> 
~r ~I U"~) )u~ 0:1-<> 
~f .)),;. "";"=:1 ) li J._ 'f'7" 0~ -' .J~ 
Translation.-"At first, the Jame'Masjid was built by king 
Sikandar the second, and then it was burnt through the destiny of 
God. After some time, Ijasan shah who was from his holy 
descent, became the constructor17 of this Masjid through 
divine guidance. Buthe erected neither the columns on both sides 
nor the roofl8. Know that they were erected by Ibrahim Alfmad 
WagrI. From Hijri nine hundred and nine till the time of Mu}:lam-
mad shah, this paradise-like building became the ornament of the 
Musulman religion. In the year one thousand and twenty-nine 
16 The beginnings and ends of the lines given here are as they are found 
in the inscription itself. 
17 Ar. Bani, Maker; builder. 
18 Saqf= roof. 
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of the Hijrat of Mul:Iammad19, on the day of the 'Id of Rauza 
(Ramazan), it was burnt down for the second time. Malik IJaidar 
Ra'is-ul-mulk (i.e., the chief of the country) in the time of Jehangir 
laid its new foundation again on the day of the 'Id of Qurban. 
Malik IJaidar, the chief of the country of Kashmir, brought , 
it to completion with care. By way of endeavour, kherad 
(i .e., wisdom) is said to be its date. 20 
We learn from this inscription the following facts : 
1. The Masjid was first built (Hijri 804=1401-2 A.C.) by 
Sikandar,21 a king of Kashmir, who began reigning 
at the end of the 14th Century A.C. 
2. After being burnt by fire it was rebuilt by one of 
his descendants 1:Iasan shah. 
3. Ibrahim' Al:Imad MagrI22 added a portion to the 
Masj id. This was in 909 Hijri (1503 A.C.) ill the 
time of Mul:Iammad shah. 
4. On the day of the Ramazan 'Id on 1029 (1619 A.C.) 
it was again burnt down. 
5. Malik IJaidar, in the reign of Jehangir, rebuilt it and 
laid the foundation of the new building, perhaps 
on the very next 'l d-i-Qurban. 
6. The HijrI year 804 (1401-2 A.C.) was the date of 
its first construction. 
Pandit Anand Koul23 thus gives a short history of the 
Masjid. It was-
"Built originally by ilcandar in 1404 with the materials of a large stone 
temple constructed by King T;irapida (693·97 A.D.). The roof of the four 
surrounding cloisters of the building is supported by two rows of pillars, 372 
in all , the smaller ones measuring above 21 feet in height, while the 
loftier ones under the domes and spires being more than double that height-
19 aiyid was a title of the prophet. 
20 The word .) J::'" (kherad) gives the d~te as 04, (t = . 600 + 
) = 200+ .) =4), i.e., 1401-2 A.C. 
21 He was known as i.1;:andar But-shakan, i.e., the Iconoclast. He 
came to throne in 1394 A.C. 
22 Miigri is said to be a Suni sect of the M:ahomedans of Kashmir_ 
23 Geography of the J ammu and Kallhmir State, by Pandit Anand 
Koul (1913), pp. 56-57. 
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producing a most imposing effect. The court-yard measures 254 x 234 
feet. There are remains of several stone temples round this mosque, whose 
builders are not known. 
" The history of J iima Masjid is of interest and it has passed through many 
vicissitudes. Thrice it was destroyed by fire and rebuilt: once in 1479, 
again in the days of J ehaugir in 1619 and once more dUl'ing the reign of 
Aurangzeb in 1674; the present structure dating from the days of Aura:lg-
zen. In the time of ikbs, it was closed for 23 years and was re· 
opened in 1841 by Ghulim Mol.li·ud·din, one of the governors of ikhs. 
The site of the mosque is considered sacred by the Buddhists also, and even 
now, men from Lad5.kh visit the Jima Masjid and call it by its old name 
Tsitsung Tsublak Kang. " 
With the help of our inscription, we are able to correct the date 
of the original construction of the Masjid, 1404 A.C. as given by 
Pandit Anand Koul. Our inscription gives the date in the word 
j ~ (kJlerad, which, according to the memoria technica of abjad 
gives to us, as seen above, the date 804 Hijri) . No exact day of the 
month and the month are given in our inscription, but as the Hijri 
year (804) began on 11th August 14-01 2\ it is certain, that the cor-
responding Christian year must be 1401 or 1402 and not 1404. 
The date of the burning of the Masjid in the time of Jehangir 
1619 A.C., as given by Pandit Anand Koul is supported by our 
inscription, which says that after its second destruction by fire, it 
was rebuilt by Malik J:Iaidar in 1029 Hijri. The Hijri year 1029 
began on 8th December 1619. So the date as given by the inscrip-
tion corresponds to that given by the Pandit. The date of its first 
re-construction as given by him is 1479 A.C. Our inscription does 
not give the date, but simply says that it was rebuilt by J:Iasan 
shah, a descendant of Sikandar, the first builder. This J:Iasan 
shah25 was a prince of the Royal family, but he never ruled. 
As Aurangzeb, on its third re-construction at his hand after its 
third destruction by fire, had not placed any new inscription on the 
Masj id with his date, we are not in a position to check from the 
inscription the date 167;4 A.C. as given by Pandit Anand Koul. 
24 Wollaston's Persian Dictionary (vide the Chronological Table at 
the end). 
25 Sikandar came to throne in 1394 A.C., and Zain-ul 'Abidin 
succeeded him in 1417. He was succeeded by his son I;Iaji Khan in 1469 
under the name of I;Iaidar Shah. So I;Iasan SMh may be one of hi& 
t>rothers, (Lawrence, Kashmir. pp. 190·93). 
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Sir WaIter. Lawrence, in his account of the Masjid in his very 
valuable book on Kashmir, refers to this inscription and says: 
"Verses on the door of the mosque state that the mosque was ori-
ginally built by the great King Zain-ul-Abadin."26 He is not 
Correct in this statement. The verses do not speak of Zain-ul- 'abidin. 
as the first constructor but speak of Sikandar as such. Zam-ul-
abidin came to the throne of Kashmir in 141727 A.C. (820 Hijri). 
Sikandar (But-Shekan) came to the throne in 1394 A.C. (797 Hijri).28. 
Now the elate of the first construction given in the in.scription, 
as seen above, is 804 Hijri (i. e. 1401-02 A.C.). So, evidently this. 
is the time of the reign of Sikandar and not of Zain-ul-'abidin. 
Again, he speaks of its being "finally finished by Ibrahim and 
Ahmad Magre."~9 The inscription does not give any wZiw C,) 
. between the two names signifying "and". So, it seems that 
Ibrahim Al.lmad Magri is one name and not two as suggested 
by him. 
This inscription confirms what I have said in my preceding 
paper on "The Moguls at Kashmir" about I.Jaidar Malik or Malik 
I;Iaider : He had a great hand in building some of the public 
buildings of the time of Jehangir. As it was often the case in the 
time of the Moghul Emperors, the literary men of the royal courts. 
besides doing their literary work, held some great offices in the state. 
Abu'l Fa~l was a historian as well as a great official; 80 was Fai~i. 
Malik I.Jaidar was a man of that stamp. He was a literary man 
writing a history of his country, and was also, as it were, an officer 
in charge of the Public Works Department of Shah Jehangir's 
time. In fact, the Maulvi of the l\1asjid who accompan.ied me in 
my inspection of the Masjid and its inscriptions, on being asked by 
me as to who Malik I.Jaidar was, used the English word "Engineer" 
about him. In this inscription, he is 304;0 spoken of as the Rats-ul-
mulk (i.e. the Chief or the Governor of Kashmir) . 
After I had completed the inscription on the top and got down 
from the ladder, I was told that the inscription bore in a corner the 
26 The Valley of Kashmir, p. 290. 
27 I~id. p. 19l. 
23 !bid. _p. 190. 
29 Ibid. p. 290. 
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words i IX)t J4C i .e., (in the time of the) man'agement30 of 
Rariram. As I had felt exhausted and as it had gone late, I did 
not go up the ladder again-to verify whether the words were there. 
But taking it that the words were there, it seems that this Hindu 
Officer may be a superintendent acting under the instructions of 
his head officer l\falik I;Iaidar. 
There i~ on the gate of the Masj id an inscription which has 
nothing to do with the Masjid itself. It is a farm an of Shah J ehan 
2. Thi!- I nscrip- ordering redress for some grievances of the people_ 
ticm on the Masjid of Kashmir. It seems, that it was put up on 
'fYUblishing a far-
man of Shah the gate of the l\fasjid, so that all people attending 
Jehan. it for worship may read it and be informed of 
the orders of the king for the removal of their grievances. Rev. 
Loewenthal has given the inscription of the farman with his 
translation. 31 On my comparing Rev. Loewenthal's copy with 
the original on the l\fasj id, I found that his copy required about 
18 corrections, but most of these were on trivial and insignificant 
points. On the whole, his work was very well done. In some cases, 
he seems to have intentionally amended the reading, as they seem 
to be the inscriber's error. Ris text therefore being almost all 
{:orrect, I did not copy the inscription of the farman but carefully 
noted down the small errors. ' 
A list of amen- I give below a list of the changes and amendations 
datio
t
;:!" in Ld?e- required to be made in Loewenthal's reading:-
wen fun S rea tng. 
The inscription begins with the usual formal words of invocation 
of God J>/ I cUJ I which Loewenthal has omitted, though 
he has given them in his translation. 
Line 7 - The word 0 t....); farman as given by Loewenthal 
does not occur in the inscription. 
Line IQ- Read ~.:z ~ for ~i::; ~ 
Line IO- Read ,-,...J lJ / . .1 for ~j T jJ Loewenthal 
. \,..:- ,-,,-' 
- .. 
seems to have amended the text, and that very properly 
30 The word means rule or dominion. It also means action. So Pro!' 
Sarfraz suggests that the name may be that of the inscriber himself. 
31 J .A.S.B. VoL 33 (1865), pp. 287-290. 
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as y is unnecessary. We do not find it in the later por-
tion of the farman, where a similar construction occurs. 
Line 15- Read I}l.rj for l!J1jcj 
Line 17-Add J before J~ )~ 
Line 24:-Add J before It It: ) 
Line 24- Read I:fll for l!J T 
Line 25- Read ,:;.) before w lA,.., 
Line '29-Read I..S"" t.a..Gi~ for y ..al~ 
Line 33-Read II ~ ~ for cl... ~ 
Line 34- Read ~ before r.) YO l!J T j I 
Line 35-Read J i for J j (Loewenthal's amended 
reading seems to be correct.) 
Line 37-Add J before r, and after <l1r <l; 
Line 37-Drop ,f after J.-J )e 
Line 38--Read ~ ) lj , . i for ~ ) u:J I ~.i (Loewen thal' s 
amendation seems to be correct.) 
Line 39- For n (in figures), read r..t ) ...:;,~ (in words.) 
Line 39- Read ) ~ T for ).) T 
As it is an important historical inscription I give here my 
translation for easy reference. 
Translation. 
" God is great 32 
"Shah J~han, the brave king. 
"A copy of the auspicious33 Farman (order) of His Majesty 
(who is) Solomon-like in dignity, the second $.al)ib qiran,3' which 
was published35 on the seventh of Ilahi month Asfandarmaz, 
32 Rev. Loewenthal has omitted the words ..r.I1dJ1 in the text of 
the Farman, though he has translated them. 
33 Sa'adat-neshiin= of happy signs. 
34 Lord of a happy conjimction (of stars). This was a title first 
applied to Taimur and then secondly to his successor. 
35 Sharf·i.varud yafte, lit. had the honour of appearance. 
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in compliance with the request of the humblest of the dependants, 
Al;tsan Allah bearing the title of ~afarkhan, in the matter of the 
removal of the wrongs (bid'atha) which were prevalent in the country 
of beautiful Kashmir, in the t ime of the previous subahdars and 
which were the cause of the adversity of the subjects arid inhabi-
tants of this country. 
" AS36 all our thought of exhalted desire37 is directed and 
turned towards the contentment of (our) people, we have ordered, 
that several acts, which, within the boundari~s (khitta) of. beautiful 
Kashmir, were the cause of annoyance to the inhabitants of that 
country, may be cancelled.3s Out of all (such) affairs (or cases), one 
is this, that at the time of gathering saffron, they carried away 
(poor) people with violence ( ' unf), so that they may gather saffron 
(from the plants) and they gave to these people a little salt by way 
of w~ges . These people are much harmed on this account. We 
have ordered that by no means (aslan) should anybody be molested 
for gathering saffron; and for that (saffron) which is in the'district 
of favoured (sharifa) Government lands (kha1$.ah), the labourers 
shall be made contented and paid their actual (wagi'i) wages; and 
for that which is in the district in the possession of Jagirdars, the 
whole of the saffron39 may be given in the stock (jins) in charge 
of the J aglrdar, so that they may gather it in any way they like. 
The second (affair) is this: that in the times of some subah-holders of 
Kashmir, on every kharwar40 of rice,41 they took two dams42 
on account of fue143 and44 during the rule of I'tiqad khan, 
36 Between the above few lines of heading and this portion, which 
is the Farman proper, Loewenthal gives in his text, the word c.:J l .... } .but we 
do not find it in the inscription itself. 
37 Himmat-i walii. nahmat. 
38 ~ ~ w ~ J. Loewenthal, has given cJ~ ~ instead of c.l..'~ ~ 
39 Loewenthal omits I) after the word c.:J 1.Jc ) 
40 Lit. an ass lOl!-d. It was "the measure of a hundred Tab riz maunds" 
(Steingass). Loewenthal takes it to be 180 pounds. 
41 §hali=rice in the husk. 
42 Dii.m=the fourteenth part of a rupee. 
43 Haizam, Aves.ta aesma (skt. idlmwJ. 
44 Loewenthal has omitted this .J. 
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- four dams for that purpose were taken on each kharwar. As, in 
this respect also, much harm resulted to (our) subjects, we have 
ordered, that our subjects shall be excused altogether from the 
demand of th~s obligation (wajh) and nothing shall be taken for 
fuel. 
"Another (affair) is this, that from every village, the Govern-
ment revenue of which was more than 400 kharwars of rice, the 
Governors of that village took two sheep every year, and I'tiqad 
khan, during the time of his subah-ship, in tead of sheep, took 
66 dams per every sheep. As in this re pect also much harm 
resulted to the subjects, we have wholly ordered that (the impost) 
shall be cancelled, and that neither sheep shall be taken nor cash 
in the matter of this charge ('illat) and 45 the ubjects shall be 
excused from the payment of the money (or obligation).46 
"Again, I'tiq ad Khan during the time of his subah-ship, wa , 
showing an average, taking from each boatman (malahi, ea-faring 
man), whether young or old or of tender age, 75 dams, but the old 
practice was that for youth, per head, 60 dams, for an old man 12 
dams and for one of tender age 36 dams were taken. We have 
ordered that putting the former practice into force, the wrong 
(bid 'at) which I'tiqad khaan had committed, shall be known 
as redressed and they hall not act as thereby required 
(muqta:?!a).47 
" Another (affair) is this, that ~iibahdars, during the time of 
fruit (season), appointed somebody of their own (to stay) in every 
(large) garden or small garden, where they expected good fruit, so 
that they may look after the fruit for them (i.e., ~iibahdars) and 
did not allow the owners of the larae or mall garden to come in 
45 Loewenthal omits the J . 
46 The inscription has r?'- , t;ft I ~i:;;( but Loewenthal gives 
cJ T J;) 
47 Loewenthal gives the words as <...S l..au... but, as gi,en in the 
inscription, the word seems to be l..5""l.di:ii..o i. c. in the in cription there is 
a i before the. final y . As there is no Persian word like muq ta£aml 
Loewenthal seems to have very properly corrected the reading. 
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possession of the fruit. From this cause, much loss results48 to 
these people (gardeners), so much so that some (ba'~i)49 of these , 
people have removed (i .e. destroyed their) fruit trees. (So) we have 
ordered that the $.iibahdar shall make no seizure (qarq) of the 
frrots of anyone's large or small garden. 
" It is necessary that (all) generous governors and efficient50 
civil officers (diwanian) and executive officers of the present times 
or future of the $.iibah of Kashmir, should know these orders, which 
are required to be obeyed by all (jahan-muta) to be lasting and 
perpetual and51 give no way to any change or alteration in these 
(above) regulations; and52 anybody53 who will give way to any 
change or alteration, shall be involved in the curse of .God and the 
anger of the king. 
Written on date5t twenty-six month Azar Ilahi." 
It is very strange that, though we find in the Farman, the day 
and the month of its issue (26th of Azar) and the date of its being 
recorded in the books (7th of Asfandarma~), we 
n The_ Date of the do not find the year. One cannot understand 
.L'arl7l4n. 
the reason. But let us try to arrive at some 
approximate year. We find from what is said in the wording of 
the heading of the Farman, that it was issued at the request of 
Al:tsan Alla55 ~afar Khan. So let us know something of the life 
of this personage. 
48 Loewenthal gives the word as mira8ad but the word in the in-
scription is mi-rasidah. 
49 Loewenthal has omitted this word. 
50 Kifayat farjam, lit. of sufficient or capable ends or issues. 
51 Loewenthal has omitted this .J . 
52 Loewenthal has omitted this -,. 
53 Loewenthal repeats ,1' after j..w.f'. The inscription- properly 
gives ,f-J. 
64 Loewenthal gives f}) W I ....j but in the inscription itself we do 
not tindfi. 
50 Loewenthal takes Ai).san·Allah to be common words and not a 
proper name. He translates them as "May God be gracious to him." But 
he is wrong. the words form a part of the names. as we will see later on. 
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We learn the following facts of his life from the Ma'athiru-l-
umm'a.56 His name is given there as ~afar Khan Khwajah 
Al).san Allah (A1J I ~ I ~ ~ 0 L.;. fo) . At first, in the 19th 
yearS7 of the reign of J ehangir,58 he was at Kabul with his father 
Abti-al-Hasan, who was the $.iibahdar there. He had then the 
Mansab of 1500, the command of 600 troops and the title of ~afar 
Khan. In the last year of the reign of J ehangir, he was on a Ma~ab 
of 2500 and in the command of 1200 troops. In the third year of 
Shah Jeh~n's reign (i .e., 1630 A.C.), he took part in the conquest 
of Nasik and Tarbang (Trimbak). In the fifth year of J ehangir's 
reign (i .e, 1632), the §iibahship of Kashmir was taken away 
from the hands of I'tiqad Khan59 and given to his (~afar 
Khan's) father. He was his father's deputy there. The next year 
(i .e. 1633 A.C.) on his father's death, he was given the $.tibahship 
of Kashmir. He was then given a maIl§ab of 3000 and the command 
of 2000 troops. He was also given the grant ('ata) of a banner 
and drums. In the 7th year (1635 A.C.), when the King (Shah 
J ehan) went to Kashmir, he went as far as Bhatbhar (fo:) to 
receive him. In the 10th year (1638 A.C.) , he was sent to TibetOO 
(~). In the 11th year (1 639 A.C.), he returned from there. 
In the 12th year (1640 A.C.) , ~s $.tibahship of Kashmir ended, 
and he went to punish the people of Hazarat. He was there with 
Prince Mul).ammad Murad. He was relieved from the work of this: 
56 The Ma'athiru-l-umara, by Nawab $.amsamud Daub Shah Nawii<r. 
Khiin, edited by Maulawi Abd-ur Ral,1 im and Maulawi Mirza Ashraf Ali 
(1890), Vo!. 2, p.706. 
57 i.e., 1624-25 A.C. J ehangir ascended the throne on "Thursday-
Jumiida Thani 20th A.H. 1014 (October 24th 1605)". Jehangir's Memoirs 
translated by Rogers and Beveridge, VoL I, p. 1. 
58 In the Ma'athiru-l-Umara, in the account of the life of ~afar Khan, 
the Mogul kings are not named, but mentioned by their religious appellations. 
J ehangir is spoken of as Jannat-makiini (Vo!. 11, page 7561'14). Shiih-Jahiin 
is spoken of as Firdous Ashiiini (lbid p. 757 1.1) and Aurangzeb as Khuld· 
makiini, i.e. exalted to heaven. (lbid p. 760 1.10). 
69 In the Ma'athiru-l-umara he is spoken of as Itiqiid !Thiin Shahpur 
)# ~t; (Vo!. 11, p. 757 1.15.) 
60 Here our author gives some account of the growth of corn and fruits 
in Tibet. 
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expedition in the next year. Being under censure, he occupied 
no post for two years. In the 15th year (1642 A.C.) , he was ap-
pointed $.ubah of Kashmir .f<;>r the .second ~ime . The King. when 
he, in the spring of the 18th year of his reign, visited Kashmir, 
honoured with his presence the garden of f,afar-abad which was 
made by ~afar Khan. In recognition of his upright conduct 
(l;usn suhiki), whereby he had pleased the subjects and 
inhabitants (of Kashmir), he was given a promotion (i'?,afa) 
of a command of iooo troops. Then he was promoted . in 
maIl('!abship. He · was ~ppointed governor of Tatta (in Sind) . 
Then he had again to go into retirement ('nzlat). He had 
again risen to the man~ab of Rs. 40,000. He died in the 6th 
year of the reign of Aitrangzeb in 1073 Hijri. 
We find from this account of the life of f,afar Khan, that Shah 
Jahan visited Kashmir twice,-for the first time, in the 7th year 
of his reign, i.e. 1021 Hijri61 (1605-1606), and for the second 
time, in the 18th year, i.e. 1032 Hijri (1622-23). The second visit 
is mentioned in the lVla'athiru-l-umara, as having taken place in the 
spring. It seems that f,afar Khan must have drawn the attention 
of Shah J ahan to the exactions of the former Governors of Kashmir 
during the second visit of the king, because according to this book 
it was during the second visit that f,afar Khan made a very favour-
able impression on the king on account of his upright conduct and 
was given a promotion. Our author mentions in his account of 
the second visit, that the subj ects of Kashmir were pleased by the 
rUle of f,afar Khan. Again, the Farman speaks of the people of the 
country as sakana (,..it .... ) and ra'aya ( l:! le) ) i.e. as inhabitants 
and subjects, an~ the Icing wants to please them by redressing 
certain of their grievances. We find, that the lVla'athiru-l-umara" 
while speaking of how f,afar Khan pleased the people, speaks of 
. them as raaya and sakana (p. 759 1.15). 
We thus see, that the farman may have been issued by Shah 
J ahan during the second visit, during the 18th year of his reign, 
i .e. in Hijri 1032 (A.C. 1622-23). As the visit was in spring, the 
time must be some time after March 1923. 
61 The Hijri year 1021 commenced on the 4th March 1612 and the 
Hijri year 1032 on 5th November 1622. 
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The Parsi names of the months in the inscription of the farman 
.haw our attention. We know that the names of the months are 
according to the Ilahi calendar introduced by Akbar. J ehangir and 
Shah Jahan had both continued this calendar. Aurangzeb did 
away with its use. So, the names are not properly understood 
now. The Maulavi who was at the Masjid, when I visited it, did 
not know the origin of the use of these names. On being asked, 
he said that the name Asfandarma~ was Turki and that as the 
Mogul Emperors had some relations with the Turks, they used the 
Turk! name. 
I give below a third inscription in the Jame' l\Iasjid at Kashmir. 
It is given by Loewenthal a having existed on a well. At present, 
3. The I nscrip. 
tion on a Well at 
Jame' Masjid. 
there exists no well there. On inquiry during my 
visit in 1918 A.C., I learnt that the well was 
filled up about five years ago, i.e. in about 1913 
and a road has been made over it. However 
fortunately, the inscription stone had been removed from the well 
and during my visit I saw it in the Masjid itself. I give the 
inscription, which can be taken as a revised copy of the inscrip-
t ion, correcting some errors in Loewenthal's Text. 
I .1 
i~"""}1I ~}I .uJI r-
j -~yll ~~, ~ ~-..., If. 
(:) I) l ..... .It.;. ~';:,;;..., ~A."" ~1 
j y.s"" ) Is' J I I ~-.;. cJ~' .r1 
(:)t .... T I •• ;;.~.;;l J ( ';;"" , r t~ I ~; J 
<.:;.> j I) I J <.I._ ..o.J ~~j V" JL:... 
(:) t.;>- .J J j j I J":! ti: w ye ~ J...t 
\ ... ,;"""1 .J)d \;/~ I er- j.J t~j j ,-c; 
(:)1...L.,.....,)( " j j J';' ....s,, ) ~.~r ~ 
.) ) I .) i..t:;-. ~j[1 I'~~ \;/t ) I 
(:)t~..ac ) t..., )1 J.:i. , ~ ~:! ~ 63 ,.s 
6~ Loewenthal has omittE'd thi s line of invocation. 
62 
63 AC'cording to Prof. arfraz the ~orrl seems to be miswritten for d1 ~ 
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-:-' T t;P! ) ~ J J J cJ1.;.. ~ ut 
(;}l;f y~)J ~64 c..\.!l~. ,J 
I.:J~) t;' J j I tt 1/ ~ , J .y. 
(;}tJ. r. ~; w..c~::... r-~/ ...s 
J-.aJiJ ) I I) ~ ~ t:! I c.L.';" 
(;}l~1 -.....iY.? ~~ J,';" ~c..\-! 
J lLw .J I ~ ~ I J ~ J).J J) I J .J 
(;}~} I~ ~ l __ ~.i:JI r...SJ) j 
r...S J ",or J .J~~ J j 1 ) J r U ,.~ 
(;}IJ} Jr:r~ ~~l~ !...Sri 1 
(;) ~? ~ c..\_l:;.. i I!J:! 1 t:! ) [; "-~ 
J~ L..~; l..S)l~ ,J !l~ ~ 
(;) 1 J ~- r...S 1 Lr:!.,.4 't:!) l; ~ 
I IClr ,.L.. .l.Iii:t.. c..\11·f r-dW "1 _JI 
'" .. yJ ... r r' 
Translation. 
" God Mul!ammad. 
" In the name of God, the Merciful, the Kind. (This) well 65 
of Divine favour was built by the handsome effort of the most 
humble of humble persons. MaJ:tmfrd finished this work by the 
guidance of God and difficulty has been relieved. Sincerity of 
intention and truth of purpose from heart and soul have been 
spent on its construction. That every Musulman will wash his 
face from it (its water) is a sufficient honour (for me both) worldly 
and religious. The builder hopes that by (~he construction of) this 
well, the account of sins shall be washed off and cleaned, that the 
64 Loewenthal has ~ which seems to be a printer's mistake. 
65 Chasmah," source, fountain." 
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sins of all people may be washed away by this water, because its 
origin is from the sea of knowledge. The income of the rent of 
the shops shall go towards the reparation of the reservoir flowing 66 
(or running) over with divine favour. 0 God! give to the builder, 
by your own hand, by way of honour 67 exhalting good faith, 
because, by way of entreaty68 (and) with imploring (lit. weeping} 
eyes, he keeps in daily practice 69 this couplet of his teacher. 
When, in the very beginning, you have made my name Mal.lmild, 0 
God ! let it, in the end (also) be Mal.lmild (lit. praised). In the sea 
of thought, for the date · of this happy structure 70 this has gone 
current (lit. informed). Khazr said: "Jari fai~-i ma bad (i.e., 
May my favour remain continuous). 0 wise man! write this as its 
structure's) date. 
o God! 71 0 Pardoner! 72 forgive the builder 73 and his-
father. 74 Year 1152." 
Loewenthal gives the date as I .~ r (1052) in the text of 
the inscription, and 1056 in his translation. Both the dates are 
wrong. The date 1056 in translation is evidently wrong, as he 
seems to have read the Persian numeral r two for ~ six. Ai; 
to 10~2, that also is wrong, because phe chronogram of the date 
J 4 L~ ~ <-S) t.;.. gives 1152 as the date and not 1052. I think 
that Loewenthal seems to have omitted to read the first number 
, one' and seems to have taken a nuqtah under a Persian letter in 
the line above to be a figure for a zero and so read ,.~r (1052) for 
, ' ~ r (1152). The above chronogram thus gives the date as 1152. 
(~=3, 1=1, )=200, <-s=10, w =80, <-s=10, uO =800, r=40, 
1=1, y =2, 1=1, J =4). 
The builder of the well, Mal.lmild, referred to in the above 
inscription, was, as I was told at the Masjid, one (J ~ ....;>-I~ 
<-Sf' ~ ~ J ) Khwaja Mal)mild Dideh-marL I was told, that 
he is referred tO 'in a book called Tarlkh-i-I;Iasan. He was a. 
merchant and had also built a tank in Qariah-i Chera in the 
66 J arayan, "flowing or running." 
67 TaJazzul. 68 Iltija. 69 Ward, "practice of speaking 
often." 
70 Bunyan. 71 AUahum God. 
72 GliiJar" Pardoner, God." 73 Al bani. 74 Al Walid. 
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province (paragneh) of Cheharat ( = ) ~~ ) . He was known 
as Mal)mud Dldah-mari from the name of his place. I was told 
that the name of the place was connected with the visit of, and 
stay at, the place by Nfu Jehan. She was spoken of as the Dideh 
{eye) for her beauty. 
AN I NSCRIPTION AT H AZRAT-BAL. 
The Shrine of This shrine is situated on the Dallake. As said 
Ha~rat Biil. by Sir W. Lawrence : 75 
" The sanctity of Ha~rat Balis due to the presence of one ofthe Prophet's 
hairs, whlch was brought to Kashmir from Medina by Saiyid 'Abdullah in 
1111 A.H. Saiyid 'Abdullah sold the hair to a merchant, Nur Din, for one 
lakh of rupees, and Nur Din exhlbited the relic in Srinagar. . . . . 
Four other shrines in Srinagar boast that they possess a hair of the 
Prophet. . . . . The hairs are exhibited six: times in the year at the 
various shrines, but the villagers all go to the Ha~rat Bal shrine." 
I had the pleasure of seeing it in the month of Mayor June 
during my second visit to Kashmir. The following inscription 
. in the Shrine refers to the hair : 
J..!b~::.. ~ ~;.., I) ", l::... U:.::-"" W ' • J . V 
...s.f J,...,) ~~ .,\...o c...S yo 
~;t wj ~ J~ ~ JJY t-'/j 
--.:~ y yo j 1 .J,~.-! ):!.J,,,,, )~ 
c...Sftt 11 1 1 
Translation . 
"To the needy, at the time of their solicitation, the hair of the 
Prophet of Arabia is a help. A guardian angel (hatif) said to one, 
as the date of its arrival, 'Kashmir became l\'Iadineh by the hair 
of the Prophet.' Hijri U1l." 
The last line forming the chronogram thus gives us the date of 
the arrival of the hair from Madineh as Ull Hijri (1 699 A.C.) : 
w~ c...Syo ) 1 .J,,!..-! ';:<1-o.J~ =570+109+306+8+56+62 
= llll. 
It is said of the above Nfu Din t ~ <.0 1) ""; ~ I"';" ) that 
he lived in a village named Ishkhari. H e had gone to Bijapur for 
trade, and while there, had purchased the hair from a Saiyid, who 
75 The Valley of Kashmir, p. 299. 
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said; he had brought it from Madineh. The hair was kept at first 
in the garden of $,adiq-khan ( 0 L.,;... J ~ l..c) , who was a great 
minister of the reign of J ehangir. He was a pious Mohammadan 
and had built the monastery of $,haikh Wajihu-d-din at Ahmed-
abad.76 The hair was placed in a building in the garden of $.adiq 
Khan on the Dal lake and the place took the name of " Ha~rat 
Bal, i .e., " the place (bal) of the Ha~rat (Prophet)." The word 
bal may be taken to be arabic baZ meaning 'heart soul' or perhaps 
it is P. bal meaning "the hair on the pubes" (Steingass. In Sans-
krit also bal ~ is hair. 
We read the following inscription on a prominent place of 
Ha~rat Bal: 
77~ If' )').Jt y -'.J:' [s' -..../ f ~'" 
..J1f'.f. J L.,;... v).) wL.,;...~j~.wf 
Trartslation. 
"May Dust be on the head of that person who is not (considering 
himself as) the dust of the door of him, i.e., Mul;tammed-e-'Arabi 
(i .e., of Arabia) who is (the source of) honour to both the worlds." 
AN INSCRIPTION ON A B RIDGE AT RENAWARI. 
We find the following inscription on a bridge at Renawar 
on our way to the Dallake by boat: 
v UU .).Y. rei ~ 
"L., ~ •• t; 
I,J" . ~r y ) 
r l~ rW JJ 
V ls~;" ,.; I.) -'.) I.S }~ ').J;" ~ 
Translation. 
" The sculptor had written on a stone : 'The world is not 
faithful. You be cheerful. Even if you gather (in life) the 
whole world you will not carry (on death) two grains of 
poppy.' " 
76 See Memoirs of J ehangir, by Rogers and Beveridge, I ., p.425. 
77 We find this inscription quoted in a votive tablet at the Masjid of 
Shah Hamadan. 
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AN INSCRIPTION ON THE ZIY ARAT GAH OF 
SUAH l\iAKij:DUM. 
The year 1915, the year of my third visit to Kashmir, was a 
year- of scarcity. The rain had kept off. I would have ordinarily 
81Jij.h Mak1.J,dam visited this Masjid, but I was specially drawn 
towards it by a rain-imploring ceremony, which 
lasted for several days and which I saw first on 
8th June 1918 on the banks of the Jhelum near 
and a Rain cere-
mony connected 
with his name. 
the mosque of Shah Hamadan. I saw a number of Mohammadans 
filling up gharrahs (water-pots) with water from the river Jhelum. 
They got these pots blessed at the Masjid and carried them to a tank 
near Hari Parbat, a hill fort of Akbar. The tank was near the tomb 
of Pir Makhd um. I was told, that all the Mohammadans of Kashmir, 
male or female, old or young, adults or children, would thus, at 
their leisure, carry water from the Jhelum and pour it in the above 
tank. At least, one member of each family must be one of such 
carriers. They did so for a number of days, till the tank was full. 
When I visited the tank on the 10th of June, it was a sight to see 
a number of people, devotionally carrying the water from different 
directions and trying to fill up the tank. It then still wanted a few 
feet to be filled up. 
The water could be brought from any part of the river or lake, 
but they thought it meritorious to take it from the river near the 
mosque of Shah Hamadan. Monday and Friday were the days 
when they most did the work of carrying the water. It was Monday 
when I visited the tomb of Shah Makhdum and the tank near it. 
So, I saw hundreds of people coming to the tank with their water-
pots and emptying them there. Some came in processions with 
banners and drums. Having poured the water into the tank, they 
applied the water of the tank to their eyes. The tank is about 30 
square feet. The ceremony of filling it up had begun about 5 or 
6 days before my visit and they expected that it would take still 
about 5 days to fill it up. 
The ceremony was supposed to be a rite of humiliation before 
God asking for forgiveness of sins, if that was the cause of His 
displeasure and of His keeping off the rain. It is in keeping with a . 
recent inscription put up there as 1\ votive inscription (1326 Hijri). 
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J '6)t-;=:!-:' y~ tC)1) J~ y. ~ ~ 
~ ~)) (:))'f:- I) ~ft ~_n.;.,.( y~~ cJ Ij 
Translation. 
73 
"Have a look on the miserable condition of a helpless sinner-
a look whereby the darkest of dust becomes (brilliant) like gold." 
The reason, why Shah Makhdiim was specially invoked and 
why the tank near his tomb was the scene of a rain-ceremony, 
seems to be, that he had once uttered a curse in the matter of 
water. 
"He had no honour in his own village (Tajar), and his companions 
laughed at his preaching and his prophecies, and insisted on his ~aking his 
share in the corvee of the village. M:akhdiim §ahib or Ha~rat Su1~1in as 
he is often called, left Tajar and cursed his people--they should want water 
not only for their crops, but even for their drink. The curse came true 
for Tajar and Zainagir are dry to this day ."78 
It was during this visit that I copied the following 
inscription on the gate of the tomb of shah Makhdiim: 
'Tu r~ ~ )1 yu , yT , y~ 
j=!)l~ \:!I)~ Jt';')l ~~~ J~ ,.f'L.o JGr-: 
j)T ....P.,~ y.r.)U )..l r''''':'' ,.( F J.l..! 
tit cJur ~T t.:f'" ~1~.1 ~~ ~~ ~ 
L.o Y U7" ..j ~ ) ~ o.~ ~ ~ .dJ I J t..J 
L.o y~ ~; )~ ~ ) y ~ .Jt ) ~ ~~ ~I 
I rvr ri-
Translation. 
" The door, the splendour and the (awe-striking) light (of this 
place come) from the world illuminating sun (}Ieher). I keep 
myself in this condition that th~ collyrium of my ayes is from the 
dust of your door (i .e. I humiliate myself). I said to myself: 'I wish 
to bring the pearl of the date in my hands.' The angel raised 
his hands for prayers. Uttering 'Amen'. I said : 'God is exbalted. 
The door of my respected great ones should be like this, 0 God! 
I 
78 Lawrence, op. cit., p. 289. 
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May my door be opened (lit. conquered) in every matter by (the 
help of) this door (i .e. May my visit of the door of this 
Ziyarat-gah always help me in ev'ery direction)'.>" 
The date is the date of the last reparation of the Masjid. The 
last line of the inscription serves as the chronogram of that date 
1272.* 
* The figures are as follows ;-
I , 1 J=30 lS=5 y-=10 ,,:-, = 2 1=1 .)=4 
.) = 4 ) = zOO lS =;:: 5 ) = 200 ":-' = 2 I = 1 
":-' = 2 j = 7 y- = 10 l:J = 50 j = 4 ) = ,200 
~ = 80 = = 400 'C = 8 ":-' = 2 1 = 1 ":-' = 2 
=40 1= 1 
The whole gives 1~72 as the date. 
